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Using a shared tool in the Bridge Many of the tools, including the Spot Healing Brush and the Levels, look similar at first glance, but the way you
use them is very different. If you select a tool in the tools palette, an icon depicting the tool in the tool window is displayed at the far left. When you
click this icon, the selected tool is active in the image. You can also apply the selected tool to a new layer by clicking Layer (indicated by a box in
the upper-right corner of the tool
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Q: Which of these generic property names are legal? I'm working on an API for my application. I am using Caliburn Micro and Newtonsoft.Json to
create strongly typed classes using JSON for creating an API structure. I've been asked to design my properties to be like this: public class
Transaction { [JsonProperty] public long Id { get; set; } [JsonProperty] public string TransactionName { get; set; } [JsonProperty] public string Desc
{ get; set; } public Transaction(string transactionName) { TransactionName = transactionName; } } However, I've been told this is not good design.
I've also been told that I shouldn't be naming my generic properties Id, TransactionName, Desc, etc. What is the correct approach? A: I've done this
before as well. While the more restrictive naming guidelines are to be enforced, common sense should come into play here and you should not name
a class or property after a type. Imagine having 20 different classes named Transaction. That means a 20x increase in the amount of code to look at
when trying to figure out what it is you are dealing with. It is just unnecessary. What would make more sense in this scenario is to avoid generic
properties and simply make each object have a property of type string. // I.e. public class Transaction { public string Id { get; set; } public string
TransactionName { get; set; } public string Desc { get; set; } } FILED NOT FOR PUBLICATION

What's New In?

Q: How to use a converter in nested custom controls I have a custom control called AddressListBox that behaves like a combobox. I also have two
classes (Address and City) that implement a read only property called AddressAddress. So my question is how can I use a converter in the custom
control AddressListBox to display city names from the two classes? To add more context: The custom control is used inside a data templates for
displaying an address in a listbox. Here is an image of the layout of the listbox in visual studio A: You might be looking for the datacontext property
of the binding (sorting on it should do the trick). The other option would be to just use a converter: Here you have several options: string: convert to
string and display object: convert to object and display different property from city for example enum: convert to enum and display appropriate
enum property. On client side you just bind to the property in a listbox and let the converter figure out the behavior. Q: In JavaScript, is an array an
object? I would assume that an array is a container of data. Does it inherit properties and methods from its components? Are they really just like a
linked list? A: Nope, not generally. Arrays in JavaScript are just objects. Arrays, due to their inherent key-value nature, inherit properties, methods,
etc. from their contents. There are ways to "map" one array to another, and with the available Array.map methods you can perform "objectification"
as well, but they're not the same concept in JavaScript. Lists are just a type of array. A: No. Array objects are first-class objects in JavaScript. They
have all the properties and methods of all other objects, and they have an index. As of ECMAScript 5, they inherit all the properties and methods
from their elements, including their length property and length in JavaScript. Q: Can't edit a question that has been claimed by another user, but not
asked to be reopened I'm the author of a question on Stack Overflow that has been claimed by another user. When I try to edit the question, I get an
error message "This question has been claimed by another user". How can I access
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System Requirements:

Minimum: - OS: Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10 - Processor: Intel Core i3, Intel Core i5, Intel Core i7 - RAM: 4 GB - Graphics: Windows
Aero - DirectX: 9.0c Recommended: - RAM: 8 GB Key Features: - Highly
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